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Love multitasking. Through Instacart, you can shop on your schedule and get delivery from over a
thousand stores nationwide.
And now with Klarna, you can pay on your schedule too. Just add items to your card on Instacart and
a checkout select, pay with, then select Klarna.
Get whatever you need on Instacart, pay however you want with Klarna.
New customers get $20 off your first two orders of $80 or more per order when you pay with Klarna
using Code Klarna 20.
Terms apply. See instacart.com or download the app for more details and to start shopping.
In a moment, we will have on the phone Mr. Yves Germon, whose job I am going to do and the
Federation,
because he is the president of a national federation, but I won't tell you which one because it would
be too much for you to answer the question.
And Mrs. Arte Sylvie Arte, who lives in the Morbillon, hopes for a checker.
I can tell you, in any case, it is that it is sold between 15 and 80 euros currently and that we are
going to say it is a Russian,
a Russian piano teacher who had the first idea in the 1970s.
It comes back to fashion a lot, but what is it?
1970 or 1870?
1970.
Is it a partition?
No, no, no.
Is it a game?
A game, no.
There was a page, what do I say, a page?
Two pages even in the magazine Elle dedicated to this phenomenon, new phenomena, new cockles.
I will help you even.
Is it fashion?
So no fashion, the new cockles, well-being, which surprises some, but...
It's an accessory.
José, the pilot.
The pilot.
It's an object then.
It's an object.
The fat one.
The fat one, no.
And I can tell you, by the way, that Mr. Germon, whom we will have on the phone in an instant,
because that will no longer help us now, and President of the National Federation of Traditional
Chinese Medicine.
Is that music?
The Shih Tzu.
Sorry.
The Shih Tzu.
No, no, no.
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It's something we buy, we don't buy.
The Shih Tzu.
Yes, you buy it and bring it home.
Is it a relationship with a smell?
Yes, yes, yes, yes.
I know what you're talking about.
One.
One.
Now it's done.
It's the roll-on in jade, etc., where the guachas to massage the face.
Not at all then.
It's the...
It's the roll-on in jade.
It's the...
What do you say, Monsieur?
It's the roll-on in jade, because she thinks it's good, she asks for tambourine, it's not good,
and...
It's the morning.
No, but I mean...
It's the morning.
I would never... I would never have this courage.
Is it the roll-on in jade?
It's the roll-on in jade.
Is it to feel good?
No.
To feel good.
To feel good.
To feel good.
To feel good.
To feel good.
To feel good.
To feel good.
Is it the object in your hand?
No, it's the well-being.
To feel good.
It's Raphael El-Krieff who, in her, has devoted two pages to this phenomenon.
Is it the smell diffuser?
No, not the smell.
Is it a relationship with the sleep?
With the sleep, not at all.
It touches, it's tripping, it's...
You have to touch it.
It holds in your hand the real sense of the word.
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It doesn't hold in your hand.
Is it big?
It doesn't hold in your hand.
It stops.
It stops, yes.
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes.
Yes, yes, yes, yes.
Yes, yes, yes, yes.
It starts again.
Mr. Obal-Krieff, it starts again.
I think the awakening simulates...
Not at all.
No.
Yes, but there's some panache.
What are these?
Tapis de yoga?
Something like that?
No, but there's a big one in my neighbor's.
A big one.
You're going to make a elevator.
In the meantime, we have already advanced.
We found that it was a tapis.
A tapis.
But what kind of tapis?
A tapis de yoga.
A tapitouf?
No, not a tapitouf, not a tapis de yoga.
A tapis for the shower.
No, no, no.
A tapis, there's something marked on it.
A tapis de souris?
No.
Yes, I know what it is.
A tapis.
The third one.
The third one.
The third one.
The third one.
It's the tapis with little picoes that hit your feet.
The tapis with acupressure.
The tapis with acupressure.
Good answer.
Good answer.
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The tapis with acupressure.
Good answer, Caro.
Caro Lee!
Hello, Mr. Germon.
Respect, respect, respect.
And more, it's the winner.
Mr. Germon, you're president of the National Federation of Traditional Medicine.
Chinese medicine.
Can you confirm what the magazine said to us on two pages last week?
The matla in Clou, in India, is in fashion.
We buy between 15 and 80 euros, this matla in Clou,
on which, of course, we will extend.
For a question of well-being, it's in fashion at the moment.
Hello, Mr.
Hello, Mr. Huquet.
Yes, indeed, I confirm.
It's a derivative, let's say,
quite far from the Chinese medicine
and which is going to use some principles.
Well, me, listen, I didn't buy a tapis in Clou,
but I had acupressure on my matla.
Can it do the same thing?
Well, you're not far from the truth.
It's not real Clou, your tapis in Clou.
Well, it's not yours.
It's not Fakir's stuff.
It's picoes.
But what we find in the trade is the joy of the brand.
In fact, each tige can quote it
because the magazine is promoting this brand to us.
Between 15 and 80 euros,
this tapis of acupressure,
on which we will extend,
is to relieve muscle tension.
That's it.
That's it.
If we have a horizontal vision of things,
it will relieve muscle tension.
It will release endorsing,
make a ruby section at the level of the skin.
And if we see things with the vision of Chinese medicine,
it's simply these little picoes
who, by their stimulation,
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will make the cheese circulate.
That is to say,
release energy stages
that take on pain and tension.
I still imagine
that you have to know what to support and where.
Oh yes, I made Fakir second language.
And I can say,
I know absolutely no,
but we simply extend on a matla.
There is no need to know more.
But it's drawn,
it's like a corpse in American films.
You have to put yourself in the line or what?
You have to put yourself in the right place.
You have to put yourself in the right place.
I have nothing to do with me.
I think he wants you to put yourself in the right place.
I think Kector will buy a matla.
I think Kector wants to take you on his matla.
Not with nails, but with a lot of screws.
It seems, in any case, that it works.
But it's expensive, 80 euros for a matla with nails,
no?
It's not given either,
but it's good that the merchants do their job
and that the industries follow.
It's simply,
it's all over the back.
If you want to choose the points,
you have to go and consult a practitioner
in traditional Chinese medicine.
That's it.
That's it.
That's it.
That's it.
The practitioner, the tailor.
It's very useful because, for example,
my daughter, she knosed on a boat.
Well, she knows the point
on which you have to press,
I think, near the handle
to calm this knot.
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She knosed and she used it.
Listen to your family stories, Caroline.
No, by the way,
she didn't knosed on a boat,
she knosed on a plane.
I'm sorry.
And the six-meter heart, in fact,
it's a point of acupuncture
that is known for that,
to fight it against
vomiting,
sensations,
like euthanasia or euthanasia or euthanasia.
She doesn't say anything to Rosine.
No, she doesn't say anything to Rosine.
She doesn't say anything to Rosine.
She doesn't say anything to Rosine.
She doesn't say anything to Rosine.
She doesn't say anything to Rosine.
Acupuncture!
Acupuncture!
She will end up on an acupuncture tap.
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